
FOREWORD

Background

It has been a great honor for me to organize ICCFll in Marseille, France, my
hometown. During the lCCFlO in Cambridge, it occurred to me that Marseille was
<Ill ideal choice for Lhe JeeFl L The field had matured, and it was obvious that
t.he scientific demonstration of Cold Fusion had been made, and so I proposed to
organize the ICCFll. Certainly, a lot morc is needed to be accomplished in the
field of ra>ea.rch a.nd t.c<::hnology, but we had ans~n:; to many of the Questions of the
scientific community. We knew then for sure that. the phenomenon announced ill

I !:IS!) by Professors Martin Fleischmann nnd Stan Pons was reaL Moreover, they had

not. foreseen all the discoveries t.hat have been made since t.heir announcement, in
particular, the discovery that hydrogen, not only dcut.erium may be nuclear active
under cc:tain rondit.ions. Although much work needs to be done, it. had been shown
that transmutations of clements were occurring, indicating that the simple 0 + 0
producing Il<'lium reaction was not the only reaction channel_ It occurred to me
at tlmt timc that morc than science and technology; we had t.o focus on public
l'l'latiollS. My goal in proposing to orgauite ICCFll was to bring Cold Fusion to
the a.t.tclllioll of both the scientists and to t.he ordinary citizens,

There arc many thiuh'S t.hat. we do not. know ahout. our rcsca.rch, bul we are sure
of one thing; it. is not. only about fusion. We have observed fission and tnnsffiutation
beyoud doubt.s but there are probably more reactions than we cUflently know.
TIl(' name of the conference is now International Conference on Condensed Matter
Nuclear Science. For the sake of simplicity and continuity, we have decided to keep
the old a.cronym ICCF'.

In order to meet our goal of creating awareness about this, we had the great
honor to have Brian Josephson come to the conference. He is the Nobel Prize winner
in 1973 in physics for the disoovery of the effect that bears his name. I would like to
use this opportunity to thank him for his support, as he took the risk by associating
his name to a controversial topic. He came to the cOllferencc and te<:tured on "Good
and Bad ways of doing Science." It was a great pleasure for me to meet him. He
added a lot of weight to the conference. The city of Marseilles under the pa.tronage
of the Socie,toe Fra.n~ de Physique (French Physical Society) granted him and
Martin Fleischmann the medal of the city during a ceremony at the City Hall.

One full day of the conference was held at the Facultk des Sciences de Luminy,
the University where r teach and do research, SO that my peers at the university
could attend. This has been an opportunity for students and faculty members to
come a.nd listen to other scientists than myself on the subject_ A demonstration
unit was even displayed in the hall of the cafeteria, where many students could see
for themselves the realit:r of the phenomenon.
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A".. we now known, the international thermonuclear experimental fu.s;oll reactor
(ITER) will be built in Cadarache, which is less than 1h by car from the conference
location. Support for ITER was very popular in France at the time of the conference
and it was very difficult to get the local press to talk about alternative CDNgies. The
tcl~visiolJ stations refused to cover the event, although 170 people from 20 different
cOlintries had come to the collfercllce, and the keynote speaker was Brian Josephson,
the Nobel Prize Laurc('l,te. This goes to show how science and politics arc mixed
lip. NeverthclC'>s, 1\ couple of !:ihort. papers were published in the newspapt>TS, and a

few months later a national business ncwsp..'l.pcr "Les Echos" published i\ half page
article on the conference and eM NS.

The confercnce was held at the hotel Mercure. This was a posteriori a good
choice Ix"'C'.ausc ilmcans mercury in French, and is one of the key ingredients used
hy the alchemists iu the pa.-:;t. to make gold!

The COnlel'ellCC

Several i1l1POl'tllllt new rcsulL':l were presented during the conference. The joint
USjml'acli kalil, hC1.ulcrl by MO Irving Oardik, confirmed that the supcrwavcs they
IL';C in tlwir electrolytic expcrimcnts help ill procbcing llIore heat. AL"O lwamura
d ,d. ~howcd n('w transmutation effects in their experiments of diffUSion of deu
Inill111 ga.., through a complex structure of palladiu:n and calcium oxide. In addition
to 111<.> traditional Cold Fusion community, n team of RussllUl scientist.. claimed that
tht'ir cxlx'riments show the cxii:itence of light monopoles. The theory wa,-; developed
by Lochak from France. They try to expla.in the Chernobyl nuclear a.ccidellt by
t.he interaction of the monopoles with malliulIl nuclei, chunging the half-life of the
lluclcui:>. A German team, cOlllprii:>ing of Czcrski and Hilke, who were working in
high-encrgy physics, discovered CMNS whcn thcy lowered the energy of the deu
teriUIli bl.".aUl. They demonstrated that the cros~ section of the deuterium with
d<'ut('fated metal.. was much higher than expected. To explain their experimental
data thc) needed Lo add a large screening potential. They came to the conclusion
that they were doing Cold Fusion, and for the first time attended to the conference.
Another import.'lnt contribution was the one from the Vysotskii teRm frem Ukraine,
who confirmed their biological transmutation eXpc!riments. Certainly tlJere is a lot
more to he discovered. This is very exciting news for i:icience, mankind, and us as
scientists.

On the theory front, I must confess that there appears to be far too many. The
initial idea of thc necessit.y of high deuterium loading in metals t.o obt.ain the effect
scems to be relevant only for cathodically loaded Pd wires. The fact that hydrogen
is a.1so active, and that in some cases the loadjng is obviously low indicates that
something else is happening. Storms mentions "active sites." but what are they?
Can we use classical quantum mechanics or quantum electro dynamics? Do we need
poly+ncutrons, neutron band struCtures, or magnetic monopoles? Nobody knows
for sure, but every theory developer is convinced that he/she is on the right path
to obtain the solution.
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The Proceedings

When accepting papers for the conference, we decided to be open and to avoid
filtering. This is in reaction to the attitude of the scientific community, in its large
majority, regarding CMNS. If we publish everything, all kinds of foolish and false
ideas can be put forward, but if we are too narrow in our choices, great ideas can be
lost. By opening up, we took the position that everyone is capable of dedding for
oneself what. is good and bad tlcicnce. We did not want to have a committee to decide
and thereby take the risk of missing a great opportunity. These proceedings follow
the same philosophy, and therefore the reader must use his/her own understanding
to judge the quality of the works presented here. As the editor of this book, I take
full responsibility for this choice, and I hope that the future will prove me more
right. than wrong. Peter Hagelstein from MIT, who organized ICCFIO, was a great
support in helping me with the quality of the proceedings. lie found a company
that reformatted all the papers that I had received in numerous formats. This was
a precious help and I believe t.hc readers wilt appreciatc it.

The Future

The ICCFI2, as has been decided, will be held in Japan, and the following one in
Russia. This is good news because both the countries are very active in the field.
After ICCFIO, the International Society for Condensed Matter Nuclear Science was
created, and helped us to organize the conference. In the future, this iOCiety is
likely to playa major role in organizing international events.

My feeLng is that we have now entered a new era, and that the various effects
of CMNS will revolutionize Sf,:ience and technology in the ncar future.
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